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(Virtual Factory V.s. Real Factory). 
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VFF 

… até à definição do Use Case … … no início … 

Activities the digital tools are used for/ supported phases of the factory lifecycle

50% (10)

30% (6)

15% (3)

5% (1)

35% (7)

35% (7)

35% (7)

25% (5)

50% (10)

45% (9)

70% (14)

60% (12)

60% (12)

60% (12)

45% (9)

70% (14)

70% (14)

75% (15)

55% (11)

15% (3)

Others

Visualisation

Human Resources (Personnel) Planning

Work Scheduling

Equipment and Resource Planning

Production and Capacity Planning

Production- or Assembly Line Planning and Design

Material Flow Planning and Simulation

Material Flow Analysis

Buffer and Stock Dimensioning

30% (6)

40% (8)

60% (12)

Equipment and Workplace Planning and Design

Process Planning and Simulation

20% (4)

Layout Planning and Design

Logistics Planning and Simulation

Building, Infrastructure and Media Planning

Investment and Performance Planning

Maintenance and Equipment Management

Site and Network Planning

Ramp-up

Product Development

System Construction

Business Intelligence

Factory Operation

Energy Efficiency

*Others:

 Key Performance Indicators 

Calculation

 Portal and Collaboration

 Inter-company information 

communication

 Simulation of different scenarios of 

a digital factory against real 

production data

5. Process 

planning 

department

5. Process 

Simulator

5. machine simulation 

data, if available (main 

attributes: utilization, 

throughput, failure and 

waiting percentage)

2. machine data 

(main attributes: 

name, type, 

position, rotation, 

product 

processed)

2. Factory 

planning 

department

2. Factory 

resources 

information 

(user data 

entry)

6. Autodesk3ds 

format

2. unit definition data 

for: building, machines, 

transports, workers 

(main attributes: name, 

dimension, 3D model 

file)

3. worker data 

(main attributes: 

name, type, 

position, rotation, 

product 

processed, 

machines used)

3. External 

Layout Planning 

(optional)

3. Existing 

Layout 

information 

(optional)

3. machine data (main 

attributes: name, type, 

position, rotation)

4. transport 

system data (main 

attributes: name, 

type, position, 

rotation)

4. Process 

planning 

department

4. Process 

Simulator

4. layout simulation 

data, if available (main 

attributes: throughput, 

simulation time, average 

lead time, bottleneck 

machine)

GIOVE Virtual 

Factory  XML 

format

1. unit definition 

data for: building, 

machines, 

transports, 

workers (main 

attributes: name, 

dimension, 3D 

model file)

GIOVE Virtual Factory (GIOVE-VF) is a Virtual Environment that allows visualizing 

and exploring a factory building, walking next to the virtual machines or flying over 

the whole factory while the roof is automatically hidden to show the factory layout 

from the top.

Objects can be directly selected and manipulated through various input devices and 

a GUI is available to access all the functionalities and to manage the Virtual 

Environment.

GIOVE-VF can run in different modalities: authoring, standalone, server, and client. 

The authoring mode is designed to set up the VE and to create a project. The 

project file is an XML document describing the scene, some other parameters and a 

list of “profiles” defining user rights (accessing objects and functionalities). The 

authoring mode grants the access to all the functionalities, while in the other modes 

the user has limited rights according to his role and the related profile defined in the 

project. The standalone mode allows just a single user to use GIOVE-VF, but it is 

possible to set up a collaborative session running a Virtual Factory in server mode 

and one or more copies of the Virtual Factory running on different computers in 

client mode, connected to the server through the network. In this collaborative 

mode the users share the same VE, they see each other (picture and name) and 

they can interact at the same time with different objects.

Each user can freely navigate in the VF and it is also possible to save viewpoints 

and ask other users to meet at the given location. Text messages can be sent to 

other users and, if enabled, a link to Skype allows setting up and managing a voice 

conference during the collaborative session.

It is possible to add to the factory layout machines, transport systems, workers, to 

establish logical relations between workers and machines and to set some 

parameters for an external process simulation. The designed layout can be saved 

into an XML document that describes just the information related to the layout, with 

a reference to a second XML document that defines data about the units used 

(machines, workers, transport systems, building). An external simulation tool can 

read the layout XML file and run a simulation (DiFac project, SZTAKI); the results 

are saved into proper elements of the same XML file. The updated layout 

information can be imported by GIOVE-VF and visualized within the VE as panels 

near the machines or in the GUI panel related to the layout. A blinking rectangle 

appears under the machine that was detected as bottleneck.

Direct interaction, visualization and many other features come from a software 

library developed by ITIA: GIOVE Toolkit.

GIOVE-VF can be integrated with other tools at data exchange level, thanks to an 

XML schema defined both for the factory units definition (building and resources) 

and for the layout description. This was successfully tested in DiFac project with the 

external simulation tool based on a Web interface (developed by SZTAKI) to the 

commercial eM-Plant simulator (UGS Tecnomatix). In this way the layout designed 

with GIOVE-VF can be simulated and the results are available back again in the VF.

1. Process 

planning 

department

1. Process 

information

1-5.  XML format1. product list (attibute: 

name)

6. 3D design 

department

5. CAD export 

and/or 3d 

modelling tool

6. 3D models with 

textures

Data FormatType of DataPrimary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: ITIAModule: GIOVE Virtual FactoryInput

5. Process 

planning 

department

5. Process 

Simulator

5. machine simulation 

data, if available (main 

attributes: utilization, 

throughput, failure and 

waiting percentage)

2. machine data 

(main attributes: 

name, type, 

position, rotation, 

product 

processed)

2. Factory 

planning 

department

2. Factory 

resources 

information 

(user data 

entry)

6. Autodesk3ds 

format

2. unit definition data 

for: building, machines, 

transports, workers 

(main attributes: name, 

dimension, 3D model 

file)

3. worker data 

(main attributes: 

name, type, 

position, rotation, 

product 

processed, 

machines used)

3. External 

Layout Planning 

(optional)

3. Existing 

Layout 

information 

(optional)

3. machine data (main 

attributes: name, type, 

position, rotation)

4. transport 

system data (main 

attributes: name, 

type, position, 

rotation)

4. Process 

planning 

department

4. Process 

Simulator

4. layout simulation 

data, if available (main 

attributes: throughput, 

simulation time, average 

lead time, bottleneck 

machine)

GIOVE Virtual 

Factory  XML 

format

1. unit definition 

data for: building, 

machines, 

transports, 

workers (main 

attributes: name, 

dimension, 3D 

model file)

GIOVE Virtual Factory (GIOVE-VF) is a Virtual Environment that allows visualizing 

and exploring a factory building, walking next to the virtual machines or flying over 

the whole factory while the roof is automatically hidden to show the factory layout 

from the top.

Objects can be directly selected and manipulated through various input devices and 

a GUI is available to access all the functionalities and to manage the Virtual 

Environment.

GIOVE-VF can run in different modalities: authoring, standalone, server, and client. 

The authoring mode is designed to set up the VE and to create a project. The 

project file is an XML document describing the scene, some other parameters and a 

list of “profiles” defining user rights (accessing objects and functionalities). The 

authoring mode grants the access to all the functionalities, while in the other modes 

the user has limited rights according to his role and the related profile defined in the 

project. The standalone mode allows just a single user to use GIOVE-VF, but it is 

possible to set up a collaborative session running a Virtual Factory in server mode 

and one or more copies of the Virtual Factory running on different computers in 

client mode, connected to the server through the network. In this collaborative 

mode the users share the same VE, they see each other (picture and name) and 

they can interact at the same time with different objects.

Each user can freely navigate in the VF and it is also possible to save viewpoints 

and ask other users to meet at the given location. Text messages can be sent to 

other users and, if enabled, a link to Skype allows setting up and managing a voice 

conference during the collaborative session.

It is possible to add to the factory layout machines, transport systems, workers, to 

establish logical relations between workers and machines and to set some 

parameters for an external process simulation. The designed layout can be saved 

into an XML document that describes just the information related to the layout, with 

a reference to a second XML document that defines data about the units used 

(machines, workers, transport systems, building). An external simulation tool can 

read the layout XML file and run a simulation (DiFac project, SZTAKI); the results 

are saved into proper elements of the same XML file. The updated layout 

information can be imported by GIOVE-VF and visualized within the VE as panels 

near the machines or in the GUI panel related to the layout. A blinking rectangle 

appears under the machine that was detected as bottleneck.

Direct interaction, visualization and many other features come from a software 

library developed by ITIA: GIOVE Toolkit.

GIOVE-VF can be integrated with other tools at data exchange level, thanks to an 

XML schema defined both for the factory units definition (building and resources) 

and for the layout description. This was successfully tested in DiFac project with the 

external simulation tool based on a Web interface (developed by SZTAKI) to the 

commercial eM-Plant simulator (UGS Tecnomatix). In this way the layout designed 

with GIOVE-VF can be simulated and the results are available back again in the VF.

1. Process 

planning 

department

1. Process 

information

1-5.  XML format1. product list (attibute: 

name)

6. 3D design 

department

5. CAD export 

and/or 3d 

modelling tool

6. 3D models with 

textures

Data FormatType of DataPrimary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: ITIAModule: GIOVE Virtual FactoryInput

txt-Files -> Excel-

Sheet with macros 

for interpretation

- downtime / 

waiting time (at 

dispatch, 

reception station)

- availability of 

puffers, conveyor 

lines

- number of 

different sorts of 

engine / in time 

period (e.g in 

every 10 minutes)

- working time of 

human resources

- transport 

capacity

Logistic Planning 

department

Loading program 

for engine 

assembly

Txt

Excel

Program for engine 

assembly

machine data: speed of 

conveyor, availability

special time (move engine 

from conveyor pallets on 

logistik pallets; time, speed 

for truck; distance between 

reception station and pallets 

store, number of pallets,  )

Data FormatType of DataMaterial Flow Simulation for Conveyor System. The conveyor transport the engines 

between the engine assembly areas and logistic hall. The main functions:

- Planning of human and mechanical resources (personnel and trucks) at the 

reception station

- number of conveyor transport pallets

- number of logistic pallets, stock

- capacity of delivery

- duration of pallets cycle (from empty pallets store to the dispatch station, from 

here to the reception station, and after back to empty pallets store)

- bottle-neck analysis

- Layout Planning

- Planning tool for the control of conveyor system

- practice tool for the maintenance staff

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Audi Hungaria Motor 

Kft.

AHM

Module: Material Flow Planning and Simulation, 

Conveyor System for Engines (Used program: 

Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 9 from 

Siemens)

Input

txt-Files -> Excel-

Sheet with macros 

for interpretation

- downtime / 

waiting time (at 

dispatch, 

reception station)

- availability of 

puffers, conveyor 

lines

- number of 

different sorts of 

engine / in time 

period (e.g in 

every 10 minutes)

- working time of 

human resources

- transport 

capacity

Logistic Planning 

department

Loading program 

for engine 

assembly

Txt

Excel

Program for engine 

assembly

machine data: speed of 

conveyor, availability

special time (move engine 

from conveyor pallets on 

logistik pallets; time, speed 

for truck; distance between 

reception station and pallets 

store, number of pallets,  )

Data FormatType of DataMaterial Flow Simulation for Conveyor System. The conveyor transport the engines 

between the engine assembly areas and logistic hall. The main functions:

- Planning of human and mechanical resources (personnel and trucks) at the 

reception station

- number of conveyor transport pallets

- number of logistic pallets, stock

- capacity of delivery

- duration of pallets cycle (from empty pallets store to the dispatch station, from 

here to the reception station, and after back to empty pallets store)

- bottle-neck analysis

- Layout Planning

- Planning tool for the control of conveyor system

- practice tool for the maintenance staff

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Audi Hungaria Motor 

Kft.

AHM

Module: Material Flow Planning and Simulation, 

Conveyor System for Engines (Used program: 

Tecnomatix Plant Simulation 9 from 

Siemens)

Input

dgn3D layoutsextern designing 

department

Production 

Planning

Logistic 

Planning

Delmia, 

AutoCad, 

Factorycad, 

Robcad

Layouts, schemas, 

conceptions

building, structure plan

static calculation, plan

machine, equipment plan

Data FormatType of DataFactory Planning:

- Planning of halls, architecture: wall, window, door, façade

- Planning steel constructions, platforms, cranes, conveyor system

- Planning of media, electro, light, compressed air, cooling water, etc. 

- Planning of offices, rooms

Planning production lines:

- Planning machines

- assembly lines, mechanical production lines

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Audi Hungaria Motor Kft.

AHM

Module: Building, Infrastructure and 

Media Planning, Design  (Used 

program: Microstation V8 XM
Edition from Bentley)

Input

dgn3D layoutsextern designing 

department

Production 

Planning

Logistic 

Planning

Delmia, 

AutoCad, 

Factorycad, 

Robcad

Layouts, schemas, 

conceptions

building, structure plan

static calculation, plan

machine, equipment plan

Data FormatType of DataFactory Planning:

- Planning of halls, architecture: wall, window, door, façade

- Planning steel constructions, platforms, cranes, conveyor system

- Planning of media, electro, light, compressed air, cooling water, etc. 

- Planning of offices, rooms

Planning production lines:

- Planning machines

- assembly lines, mechanical production lines

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Audi Hungaria Motor Kft.

AHM

Module: Building, Infrastructure and 

Media Planning, Design  (Used 

program: Microstation V8 XM
Edition from Bentley)

Input

Outptut format 

can be tailored on 

customer's 

demand through 

Python scripting or 

COM interface.

Same 

considerations 

applied to input 

data in VC can be 

applied to output 

data. Within the 

scope of a specific 

factory layout 

modelling any type 

of data can be 

generated

Data can come 

from any possile

on-line and off-

line source 

(already existing 

VC component 

libraries, 

customers, 

design data, 

factory floor 

data, etc.) as 

long as they are 

in text or any 

other open 

format.

Data are 

embedded in 

component 

models and 

can be 

generated from 

any possible 

original and 

readable (text) 

or open format 

by writing a 

translator/conv

erter in Python 

or through a 

COM interface.

VC proprietary 

format,  i.e. a zip 

file containing a 

number of 

different files, like 

RSL robot 

programs, 3ds 

graphic files, 

Python scripts, 

etc. and a general 

description of the 

component or 

layout as a text 

file. 

Translation/conver

sion implemented 

through Python 

scripting allows for 

any type of data 

(Excel, XML, etc.) 

to be used as 

input for modelling

and simulation.

Visual Component 

features flexible, object-

oriented, parametric 

modelling of virtually any 

type of component and 

machinery in industry. 

Any type of data can be 

used at modelling and 

simulation stage, from 

robot programs to data 

sequence from an Excel 

spreadsheet for a whole 

process, from 

component data sheets 

to customized test-beds, 

from shift times to 

ergonomic constraint for 

human labour, etc

Data FormatType of DataVisual Components offers affordable 3D Factory Simulation Software for machine 

builders, system integrators and manufacturing companies. With Visual 

Components is easy to show how different solutions affect the end result. The 

SLIMM (Sustainable Lean-agile Integrated Manufacturing Module) implemented by 

SimX as a VC add-on allows for an easy-to-use, effective modelling and simulation 

of Resource Management, Process Planning and Manufacturing Processes 

according to Lean-Agile principles. A number of other add-on modules developed 

by VC themselves or their partners extend VC capabilities in order to import more 

graphic formats (Solidworks and Autodesk Inventor add-ons), increase connectivity 

with real machines (PLC add-on), etc.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: SimX Ltd.Modul: 3D Virtual Factory Modelling

and

Simulation (Visual Component)

Input

Outptut format 

can be tailored on 

customer's 

demand through 

Python scripting or 

COM interface.

Same 

considerations 

applied to input 

data in VC can be 

applied to output 

data. Within the 

scope of a specific 

factory layout 

modelling any type 

of data can be 

generated

Data can come 

from any possile

on-line and off-

line source 

(already existing 

VC component 

libraries, 

customers, 

design data, 

factory floor 

data, etc.) as 

long as they are 

in text or any 

other open 

format.

Data are 

embedded in 

component 

models and 

can be 

generated from 

any possible 

original and 

readable (text) 

or open format 

by writing a 

translator/conv

erter in Python 

or through a 

COM interface.

VC proprietary 

format,  i.e. a zip 

file containing a 

number of 

different files, like 

RSL robot 

programs, 3ds 

graphic files, 

Python scripts, 

etc. and a general 

description of the 

component or 

layout as a text 

file. 

Translation/conver

sion implemented 

through Python 

scripting allows for 

any type of data 

(Excel, XML, etc.) 

to be used as 

input for modelling

and simulation.

Visual Component 

features flexible, object-

oriented, parametric 

modelling of virtually any 

type of component and 

machinery in industry. 

Any type of data can be 

used at modelling and 

simulation stage, from 

robot programs to data 

sequence from an Excel 

spreadsheet for a whole 

process, from 

component data sheets 

to customized test-beds, 

from shift times to 

ergonomic constraint for 

human labour, etc

Data FormatType of DataVisual Components offers affordable 3D Factory Simulation Software for machine 

builders, system integrators and manufacturing companies. With Visual 

Components is easy to show how different solutions affect the end result. The 

SLIMM (Sustainable Lean-agile Integrated Manufacturing Module) implemented by 

SimX as a VC add-on allows for an easy-to-use, effective modelling and simulation 

of Resource Management, Process Planning and Manufacturing Processes 

according to Lean-Agile principles. A number of other add-on modules developed 

by VC themselves or their partners extend VC capabilities in order to import more 

graphic formats (Solidworks and Autodesk Inventor add-ons), increase connectivity 

with real machines (PLC add-on), etc.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: SimX Ltd.Modul: 3D Virtual Factory Modelling

and

Simulation (Visual Component)

Input

XML

HTML

PDF

Reports

(vote results, 

discussion results

UserThe data for 

the 

iGroupDecision

come from 

users 

or from the 

system itself 

within a 

workflow

Free text

XML

The data used in 

iGroupDecision is free text (info, 

knowledge, issues from the 

users that attend meetings) or 

the output data

from previous meetings.

Data FormatType of DataShort Description: iGroupDecision is a software platform for business process 

management, electronic decision support, and collaboration. The solution is 

designed to be a collaborative decision-making support system with safety, utility, 

efficiency, effectiveness, and usability. Its basic idea is guided by concepts of 

Human Computer Interaction, decision support systems and elements of artificial 

intelligence: multi agent systems.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: ROPARDOModule: iPortal & iGDSSInput

XML

HTML

PDF

Reports

(vote results, 

discussion results

UserThe data for 

the 

iGroupDecision

come from 

users 

or from the 

system itself 

within a 

workflow

Free text

XML

The data used in 

iGroupDecision is free text (info, 

knowledge, issues from the 

users that attend meetings) or 

the output data

from previous meetings.

Data FormatType of DataShort Description: iGroupDecision is a software platform for business process 

management, electronic decision support, and collaboration. The solution is 

designed to be a collaborative decision-making support system with safety, utility, 

efficiency, effectiveness, and usability. Its basic idea is guided by concepts of 

Human Computer Interaction, decision support systems and elements of artificial 

intelligence: multi agent systems.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: ROPARDOModule: iPortal & iGDSSInput

Relational 

Database - Oracle

Business process 

(production 

orders, purchase 

orders)

Users through 

data entry process 

or barcoding

process

Data entry 

manually or 

through 

barcoding

process

Relationa

l 

Database 

- Oracle

Business process data 

(warehouse, finance, 

purchasing, sales)

Data FormatType of DataOperational Modules

Operational BaaN Packages - Used by Dpt

Common - All Dpts

Finance - Accounting (8)

Manufacturing & Distribution - Sales (3), Purchasing (4), Production Planning (4), 

Logistics / R.M.

Warehousing (8), Production Support (5), Production & QC (5)

Service - Maintenance (2)

Tools / Utilities /Enterprise Modeler - IT (1)

40 Named Users

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Frigoglass SAICModule: ERP- BAAN4 & BAAN LNInput

Relational 

Database - Oracle

Business process 

(production 

orders, purchase 

orders)

Users through 

data entry process 

or barcoding

process

Data entry 

manually or 

through 

barcoding

process

Relationa

l 

Database 

- Oracle

Business process data 

(warehouse, finance, 

purchasing, sales)

Data FormatType of DataOperational Modules

Operational BaaN Packages - Used by Dpt

Common - All Dpts

Finance - Accounting (8)

Manufacturing & Distribution - Sales (3), Purchasing (4), Production Planning (4), 

Logistics / R.M.

Warehousing (8), Production Support (5), Production & QC (5)

Service - Maintenance (2)

Tools / Utilities /Enterprise Modeler - IT (1)

40 Named Users

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Frigoglass SAICModule: ERP- BAAN4 & BAAN LNInput

rbs, raf, wrl3D objectsfactory planning 

department, 

department of 

design

bill of resourcesrbs, rbt, 3ds, 

prj, mli, raf, 

csv, dxf, wrl

resource 

(machines,equipment) 

data

Data FormatType of DataMantra 4D is a complete graphic program that allows to import 3D objects from 

other graphical systems such as, AutoCad, Microstation, Pro Engineer, and others. 

Mantra 4D is a software solution allowing to create 3D objects, assign them to the 

kinetic action (dynamics, robots and machines kinematics, etc.) so that the modeled 

virtual world resembled the actual reality.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: Mantra 4DInput

rbs, raf, wrl3D objectsfactory planning 

department, 

department of 

design

bill of resourcesrbs, rbt, 3ds, 

prj, mli, raf, 

csv, dxf, wrl

resource 

(machines,equipment) 

data

Data FormatType of DataMantra 4D is a complete graphic program that allows to import 3D objects from 

other graphical systems such as, AutoCad, Microstation, Pro Engineer, and others. 

Mantra 4D is a software solution allowing to create 3D objects, assign them to the 

kinetic action (dynamics, robots and machines kinematics, etc.) so that the modeled 

virtual world resembled the actual reality.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: Mantra 4DInput

dwg, wrl, vsdlayout, 3D 

visualization, 

material flow 

intensity, transport 

performance,

factory planning 

department, 

logistic 

department, 

industrial 

engineering 

department

3D laser 

scanning and 3D 

modelling, bill of 

resources, 

technical 

planning of 

production, 

technological 

process

VRML, DWG, 

VSD, VDX,

XLS

customer data, resource 

data, material flow 

intensity, checkboard

table of transport 

relations, 2D layout, 

technological process, 

production unit data 

(machine, group of 

machines/units, 

dimensions, restrictions, 

throughput per product 

type, dependencies with 

other production units), 

production resources,

Data FormatType of DatavisTABLE® represents an integrated concept for intuitive team-oriented factory 

planning which enables planners to accelerate and optimize planning process. 

It supports the following activities: 

- Interactive layout design within the planning team

- Analyses of material flows

- Team-based detailed design of layouts

- Check for compliance of safety margins

- Layout benchmarking

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module:VisTableInput

dwg, wrl, vsdlayout, 3D 

visualization, 

material flow 

intensity, transport 

performance,

factory planning 

department, 

logistic 

department, 

industrial 

engineering 

department

3D laser 

scanning and 3D 

modelling, bill of 

resources, 

technical 

planning of 

production, 

technological 

process

VRML, DWG, 

VSD, VDX,

XLS

customer data, resource 

data, material flow 

intensity, checkboard

table of transport 

relations, 2D layout, 

technological process, 

production unit data 

(machine, group of 

machines/units, 

dimensions, restrictions, 

throughput per product 

type, dependencies with 

other production units), 

production resources,

Data FormatType of DatavisTABLE® represents an integrated concept for intuitive team-oriented factory 

planning which enables planners to accelerate and optimize planning process. 

It supports the following activities: 

- Interactive layout design within the planning team

- Analyses of material flows

- Team-based detailed design of layouts

- Check for compliance of safety margins

- Layout benchmarking

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module:VisTableInput

cadpart, stl, igs, 

stp, cgr, wrl

machines and 

product 3D 

models, product 

design, layout 

design and 

optimization, 3D 

visualisation, 

ergonomic 

analysis

factory planning 

department, 

department of 

design

bill of resources, 

bill of material, 

3D scanner data 

(polyworks, faro 

scene, rapidform, 

geomagic studio)

STL, IGS, STP, 

VRML, 3DXML, 

DWG, CGO

machine data (name, 

dimensions)

product data (name, 

dimensions, bill of 

material)

site data - 2D layout

3D scans of production 

halls, machines, 

equipments or products

Data FormatType of DataProduct design and inovation …Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: CATIAInput

cadpart, stl, igs, 

stp, cgr, wrl

machines and 

product 3D 

models, product 

design, layout 

design and 

optimization, 3D 

visualisation, 

ergonomic 

analysis

factory planning 

department, 

department of 

design

bill of resources, 

bill of material, 

3D scanner data 

(polyworks, faro 

scene, rapidform, 

geomagic studio)

STL, IGS, STP, 

VRML, 3DXML, 

DWG, CGO

machine data (name, 

dimensions)

product data (name, 

dimensions, bill of 

material)

site data - 2D layout

3D scans of production 

halls, machines, 

equipments or products

Data FormatType of DataProduct design and inovation …Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: CATIAInput

Dgn, wrl, stl, step3D model (hall, 

machine, product)

Department of 

3D scanning

3D scanningDgn, dwg, step, 

stl

3D scanning data

Data FormatType of DataMicroStation is used by engineers, architects, GIS professionals, constructors, and 

owner operators to design, model, visualize, document, map, and sustain 

infrastructure projects.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module:MicroStationInput

Dgn, wrl, stl, step3D model (hall, 

machine, product)

Department of 

3D scanning

3D scanningDgn, dwg, step, 

stl

3D scanning data

Data FormatType of DataMicroStation is used by engineers, architects, GIS professionals, constructors, and 

owner operators to design, model, visualize, document, map, and sustain 

infrastructure projects.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module:MicroStationInput

Question 6

XML

Question 6

production unit 

data (e.g. working 

calender data, 

downtime, set-up 

time,manpower

requirement, 

production cost, 

energy cost, 

personnel cost, 

production 

overhead et

1. Management

2. Factory and 

process planning 

department

3. Shop floor 

department

4. Machine 

manufacturer/supp

lier

5. Marketing and 

sales department

1. Production unit 

performance data

2. Bill of material

3. Bill of resources

4. Process 

Planner

5. Sales forecast

6. Sales planning

Manually update, 

XML format

production unit 

data (e.g. working 

calender data, 

downtime, set-up

time,manpower

requirement, 

production cost, 

energy cost, 

personnel

cost, production 

overhead etc.

Data FormatType of DataThe Factory Peformance and Investement planning takes into account whether an 

investment makes sense in a production or does not appear, and which of the 

various investment opportunities will be the most promising. In this context as a 

production unit is to be understood e.g. production segments, production systems, 

production cells, as well as workstations and machines.

Therefore it is possible to divide complex production units in its aspect and after 

successful analysis of these aspects to bring it together again. The production unit 

may be viewed from a technical and an economic point of view. The technical view 

refers to the temporal utilization of the production unit. The economic point of view 

takes into account the manufacturing cost using the cost and performance 

indicators of efficiency analysis.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModule: Factory Performance and 

Investment Planning Module

Input

Question 6

XML

Question 6

production unit 

data (e.g. working 

calender data, 

downtime, set-up 

time,manpower

requirement, 

production cost, 

energy cost, 

personnel cost, 

production 

overhead et

1. Management

2. Factory and 

process planning 

department

3. Shop floor 

department

4. Machine 

manufacturer/supp

lier

5. Marketing and 

sales department

1. Production unit 

performance data

2. Bill of material

3. Bill of resources

4. Process 

Planner

5. Sales forecast

6. Sales planning

Manually update, 

XML format

production unit 

data (e.g. working 

calender data, 

downtime, set-up

time,manpower

requirement, 

production cost, 

energy cost, 

personnel

cost, production 

overhead etc.

Data FormatType of DataThe Factory Peformance and Investement planning takes into account whether an 

investment makes sense in a production or does not appear, and which of the 

various investment opportunities will be the most promising. In this context as a 

production unit is to be understood e.g. production segments, production systems, 

production cells, as well as workstations and machines.

Therefore it is possible to divide complex production units in its aspect and after 

successful analysis of these aspects to bring it together again. The production unit 

may be viewed from a technical and an economic point of view. The technical view 

refers to the temporal utilization of the production unit. The economic point of view 

takes into account the manufacturing cost using the cost and performance 

indicators of efficiency analysis.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModule: Factory Performance and 

Investment Planning Module

Input

Plant simulation 

data formats

Sequences for 

production units, 

calculated working 

times, throughput 

of machines of 

production lines, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

simulation model

Research, 

Industry partner

CADJT

VRML

process data, resource 

data, product data, 

machine, group of 

machines/units, dimensions, 

restrictions, working 

calendar data, setup times, 

logistic times between units, 

throughput per product type, 

dependencies with other 

production units, production 

resources, human working 

places

Data FormatType of DataTecnomatix Plant Simulation is a discrete event simulation tool that helps 

you to create digital models of logistic systems (e.g., production), so that you can 

explore the systems’ characteristics and optimize its performance. These digital 

models allow you to run experiments and what-if scenarios without disturbing 

existing production systems or – when used in the planning process

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: ETHZModule: Plant SimulationInput

Plant simulation 

data formats

Sequences for 

production units, 

calculated working 

times, throughput 

of machines of 

production lines, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

simulation model

Research, 

Industry partner

CADJT

VRML

process data, resource 

data, product data, 

machine, group of 

machines/units, dimensions, 

restrictions, working 

calendar data, setup times, 

logistic times between units, 

throughput per product type, 

dependencies with other 

production units, production 

resources, human working 

places

Data FormatType of DataTecnomatix Plant Simulation is a discrete event simulation tool that helps 

you to create digital models of logistic systems (e.g., production), so that you can 

explore the systems’ characteristics and optimize its performance. These digital 

models allow you to run experiments and what-if scenarios without disturbing 

existing production systems or – when used in the planning process

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: ETHZModule: Plant SimulationInput

XLS, Databank, 

XML

optimized process 

data, sequences 

for production 

units, calculated 

costs, throughput 

of machines or 

production lines, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, "the 

best network 

result, sustainable 

value network"

1. Management

2. Factory and 

process planning 

department

3. Shop floor 

department

4. Machine 

manufacturer/su

pplier

5. Marketing and 

sales departmen

1. Production unit 

performance 

data

2. Bill of material

3. Bill of 

resources

4. Sales forecast

5. Sales planning

XLS, CSV, 

XML and 

manually 

update

process data, resource data, 

order data, working step 

data, product data, 

production unit data 

(machine, group of 

machines/units, working 

calendar data, setup times, 

cycle time, machining time, 

downtime, operational 

availability, Number of 

products "per day, week, 

month oder year", Costs 

"Labour, material, machines 

and Overheads", 

costs´dymanic development, 

transport means and 

transport costs, production 

resources, human working 

places

Data FormatType of DataMain functions: Simulation, visualization, Analyse and optimization of production 

and logistik chain.

Desciption: 

- Easy illustration of complex production systems and processes

- Optimisation of the material flow, of the loading of resources and of the logistic 

chain in all scales of the corporate planning

- Simulation of complex production systems and controls strategies

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModul: Plant Simulation for network 

planning

Input

XLS, Databank, 

XML

optimized process 

data, sequences 

for production 

units, calculated 

costs, throughput 

of machines or 

production lines, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, "the 

best network 

result, sustainable 

value network"

1. Management

2. Factory and 

process planning 

department

3. Shop floor 

department

4. Machine 

manufacturer/su

pplier

5. Marketing and 

sales departmen

1. Production unit 

performance 

data

2. Bill of material

3. Bill of 

resources

4. Sales forecast

5. Sales planning

XLS, CSV, 

XML and 

manually 

update

process data, resource data, 

order data, working step 

data, product data, 

production unit data 

(machine, group of 

machines/units, working 

calendar data, setup times, 

cycle time, machining time, 

downtime, operational 

availability, Number of 

products "per day, week, 

month oder year", Costs 

"Labour, material, machines 

and Overheads", 

costs´dymanic development, 

transport means and 

transport costs, production 

resources, human working 

places

Data FormatType of DataMain functions: Simulation, visualization, Analyse and optimization of production 

and logistik chain.

Desciption: 

- Easy illustration of complex production systems and processes

- Optimisation of the material flow, of the loading of resources and of the logistic 

chain in all scales of the corporate planning

- Simulation of complex production systems and controls strategies

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModul: Plant Simulation for network 

planning

Input

*.avi video and 

*.jpg pictures

media filesProduct 

Developement

Product 

Development / 

CAD data

CAD JT 

format

product data, (name, CAD 

model)

XML format and  

CAD JT format

new and  

optimized 

resource data 

(with  positions 

and size)

Process PlannerProcess Planner 

and CAD data of 

the equipment 

manufacturer

XML format 

and  CAD 

JT format

resource data, (name, 

position, CAD model,..)

XML formatnew and  

optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance,  

calculated working 

times

Process PlannerProcess PlannerXML formatprocess data, (name, time, 

flow,…)

Data FormatType of Data- 3D kinematic process simulation 

- Static and dynamic collision detection 

- Sequencing of operations 

- Assembly path planning 

- Resource modeling (3D and kinematics) 

- Line and workstations design / workplace planning

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModul: Process SimulateInput

*.avi video and 

*.jpg pictures

media filesProduct 

Developement

Product 

Development / 

CAD data

CAD JT 

format

product data, (name, CAD 

model)

XML format and  

CAD JT format

new and  

optimized 

resource data 

(with  positions 

and size)

Process PlannerProcess Planner 

and CAD data of 

the equipment 

manufacturer

XML format 

and  CAD 

JT format

resource data, (name, 

position, CAD model,..)

XML formatnew and  

optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance,  

calculated working 

times

Process PlannerProcess PlannerXML formatprocess data, (name, time, 

flow,…)

Data FormatType of Data- 3D kinematic process simulation 

- Static and dynamic collision detection 

- Sequencing of operations 

- Assembly path planning 

- Resource modeling (3D and kinematics) 

- Line and workstations design / workplace planning

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModul: Process SimulateInput

factory and 

process planning 

department

factory planning 

components

XML format 

+JT format 

for 

graphical 

representati

on in CAD 

model

resource data (main 

attributes: name, position 

data,CAD mode)

product 

development 

department and 

process planning 

department 

product 

development 

components / 

PDM system, 

factory planning 

components / 

Factory Data 

Management 

system

XML formatprocess data (main 

attributes: name, process 

time, flow)

XML formatprocess plan, 

including process 

times, process 

sequences, 

allocated product 

data to the 

processes, 

allocated 

resources to the 

processes,

product 

development 

department

product 

development 

components / 

PDM system

XML format 

+JT format 

for 

graphical 

representati

on in CAD 

model

product data (main 

attributes: name, cad model)

Data FormatType of DataProcess Designer is a tool, that is used for planning, analysis and management of 

manufacturing processes in a factory. The tool approaches the manufacturing 

processes only from a static point of view (no dynamicity).

Main functionalities list:

1. Development of process plans

2. Modelling of manufacturing processes

3. Allocation and calculation of process durations

4. Line balancing 

5. Management of product variants 

6. 3D-Visualization of the factory layout and the product model

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModul: Process DesignerInput

factory and 

process planning 

department

factory planning 

components

XML format 

+JT format 

for 

graphical 

representati

on in CAD 

model

resource data (main 

attributes: name, position 

data,CAD mode)

product 

development 

department and 

process planning 

department 

product 

development 

components / 

PDM system, 

factory planning 

components / 

Factory Data 

Management 

system

XML formatprocess data (main 

attributes: name, process 

time, flow)

XML formatprocess plan, 

including process 

times, process 

sequences, 

allocated product 

data to the 

processes, 

allocated 

resources to the 

processes,

product 

development 

department

product 

development 

components / 

PDM system

XML format 

+JT format 

for 

graphical 

representati

on in CAD 

model

product data (main 

attributes: name, cad model)

Data FormatType of DataProcess Designer is a tool, that is used for planning, analysis and management of 

manufacturing processes in a factory. The tool approaches the manufacturing 

processes only from a static point of view (no dynamicity).

Main functionalities list:

1. Development of process plans

2. Modelling of manufacturing processes

3. Allocation and calculation of process durations

4. Line balancing 

5. Management of product variants 

6. 3D-Visualization of the factory layout and the product model

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: IPAModul: Process DesignerInput

Catproduct, 

catpart, 

catdrawing

Product data 

(dimensions, 

tolerances)

Assembly data 

(constrains, 

degrees of 

freedom)

Concept 

designers

Product 

planning 

department

Product concepts

Product drawings

CAD IGS 

format, CAD 

SAT format

Drawing data 

(dimensions, tolerances)

Data FormatType of Data1. Mechanical design - Part design (solids creation and editing)

2. Mechanical design - Assembly design (assemblies creation, constrains and 

editing)

3. Shape - Generative shape design (surfaces creation and editing)

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Laboratory for Manufacturing 

Systems and Automation (LMS)
Module: CATIAInput

Catproduct, 

catpart, 

catdrawing

Product data 

(dimensions, 

tolerances)

Assembly data 

(constrains, 

degrees of 

freedom)

Concept 

designers

Product 

planning 

department

Product concepts

Product drawings

CAD IGS 

format, CAD 

SAT format

Drawing data 

(dimensions, tolerances)

Data FormatType of Data1. Mechanical design - Part design (solids creation and editing)

2. Mechanical design - Assembly design (assemblies creation, constrains and 

editing)

3. Shape - Generative shape design (surfaces creation and editing)

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Laboratory for Manufacturing 

Systems and Automation (LMS)
Module: CATIAInput

.txtSimulation results 

on production 

performance, 

manufacturing 

systems utilization, 

costs, working 

times, idle times 

and more.

Factory manager, 

supervising 

engineer or 

similar.

- Factory planning 

tools

- Process Planner

- Bill of resources

.txt, excel-

sheet

1. Manufacturing resources 

and characteristics (name, 

characteristics, etc)

2. Manufacturing 

processes and related data 

(cycle time, setup time etc)

3. Factory or production 

line  layout and material 

flow.

Data FormatType of Data-Simulation of production line performance under different demands

-Evaluation of different configurations and layout planning.

-General factory operation.

- Production cost calculations.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Laboratory for Manufacturing 

Systems and Automation (LMS)

Module: WITNESSInput

.txtSimulation results 

on production 

performance, 

manufacturing 

systems utilization, 

costs, working 

times, idle times 

and more.

Factory manager, 

supervising 

engineer or 

similar.

- Factory planning 

tools

- Process Planner

- Bill of resources

.txt, excel-

sheet

1. Manufacturing resources 

and characteristics (name, 

characteristics, etc)

2. Manufacturing 

processes and related data 

(cycle time, setup time etc)

3. Factory or production 

line  layout and material 

flow.

Data FormatType of Data-Simulation of production line performance under different demands

-Evaluation of different configurations and layout planning.

-General factory operation.

- Production cost calculations.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Laboratory for Manufacturing 

Systems and Automation (LMS)

Module: WITNESSInput

object structured 

ASCII-Data, kept 

in Database (e.g. 

Oracle)

sequences for 

production units, 

calculated working 

times, throughput 

of machines or 

production lines, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, KPI

order data, 

working step data: 

ERP

ressource, 

working place data: 

manual or 

automatic data 

input

order data, 

working step 

data: ERP

ressource, 

working 

place data: 

manual or 

automatic 

data input

object 

structured 

ASCII-Data, 

kept in 

Database 

(e.g. Oracle)

-working calendar, shift 

information 

- production ressource

- ressource allocation 

information

- working place groups

- working places

- working place properties)

- production orders

- working step

- working step disposition data 

- planning scenarios

Data FormatType of Data- production fine planning for production ressources (machines, tools, staff, material) 

- graphical visualization of load of machines and working places (GANTT-Chart)

- manual and automatic planning

- different planning scenarios with different optimization rules

- simulation mode of planning with different scenarios and manual result 

acceptance

- display of KPIs of different simulated scenarios

- management of working places and machine basic data

- calendar, maintenance and shift planning of production ressources

- interface to ERP to take over production orders

- online visualization of production status

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of 

Data

Data 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner:PSIModule: control station for production 

fine planning

Input

object structured 

ASCII-Data, kept 

in Database (e.g. 

Oracle)

sequences for 

production units, 

calculated working 

times, throughput 

of machines or 

production lines, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, KPI

order data, 

working step data: 

ERP

ressource, 

working place data: 

manual or 

automatic data 

input

order data, 

working step 

data: ERP

ressource, 

working 

place data: 

manual or 

automatic 

data input

object 

structured 

ASCII-Data, 

kept in 

Database 

(e.g. Oracle)

-working calendar, shift 

information 

- production ressource

- ressource allocation 

information

- working place groups

- working places

- working place properties)

- production orders

- working step

- working step disposition data 

- planning scenarios

Data FormatType of Data- production fine planning for production ressources (machines, tools, staff, material) 

- graphical visualization of load of machines and working places (GANTT-Chart)

- manual and automatic planning

- different planning scenarios with different optimization rules

- simulation mode of planning with different scenarios and manual result 

acceptance

- display of KPIs of different simulated scenarios

- management of working places and machine basic data

- calendar, maintenance and shift planning of production ressources

- interface to ERP to take over production orders

- online visualization of production status

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of 

Data

Data 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner:PSIModule: control station for production 

fine planning

Input

Product development

Factory building, infrastructure and layout planning Layout planning and simulation Process/ Logistic planning and simulation
ERP & other

Process, Equipment, Workplace evaluation and planning

mod, sim, lst, icn, 

des, mdl, wxm, 

rbs

optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance,  

sequences for 

production units, 

throughput of 

machines or 

production lines, 

calculated costs, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

production unit 

basic data

factory planning 

department, 

department of 

industrial 

engineering, 

department of 

logistics

process planner 

and other factory 

planning 

components

mod, sim, 

lst, icn, sub, 

txt, dxf, wcl, 

des, mdl, 

wxm

process data, resource 

data, working step data, 

product data, production 

unit data (e.g machine, 

group of machines/units, 

dimensions, restrictions, 

working calendar data, 

setup times, logistic times 

between units, throughput 

per product type, 

dependencies with other 

production units, electrical 

information, …), transport 

means, production 

resources, human working 

places, requirements for 

qualification,

Data FormatType of DataWITNESS is business simulation system which provides modelling of working 

environment, simulate the implications of different business decisions and 

understand any process, however complex.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: WITNESSInput

mod, sim, lst, icn, 

des, mdl, wxm, 

rbs

optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance,  

sequences for 

production units, 

throughput of 

machines or 

production lines, 

calculated costs, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

production unit 

basic data

factory planning 

department, 

department of 

industrial 

engineering, 

department of 

logistics

process planner 

and other factory 

planning 

components

mod, sim, 

lst, icn, sub, 

txt, dxf, wcl, 

des, mdl, 

wxm

process data, resource 

data, working step data, 

product data, production 

unit data (e.g machine, 

group of machines/units, 

dimensions, restrictions, 

working calendar data, 

setup times, logistic times 

between units, throughput 

per product type, 

dependencies with other 

production units, electrical 

information, …), transport 

means, production 

resources, human working 

places, requirements for 

qualification,

Data FormatType of DataWITNESS is business simulation system which provides modelling of working 

environment, simulate the implications of different business decisions and 

understand any process, however complex.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: WITNESSInput

HTML, Excel, 

XML, Database, 

CSt

optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance, 

production orders, 

sequences for 

production units, 

calculated working 

times, throughput 

of machines or 

production lines, 

calculated costs, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

production unit 

basic data, control 

rules, bottleneck 

of the system

various, 

depending on the 

usage of the 

module

ERP, MES, 

distribute Excel 

files

Direct 

connection 

to Databse

system, 

Excel, XML, 

CSV

process data, resource 

data, production order data, 

working step data, product 

data, production unit data  

machine, group of 

machines/units, dimensions, 

restrictions, working 

calendar data, setup times, 

logistic times between units, 

throughput per product type, 

dependencies with other 

production units, electrical 

information, …), transport 

means, production 

resources, human working 

places, requirements for 

qualification, etc.

Data FormatType of DataPlant Simulation is a well-known discrete event simulation package now provided by 

Siemens PLM. Functionalities are well described in the brochure of the product: 

http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/tecnomatix/plant_design/p

lant_simulation.shtml

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: MTA SZTAKIModule: Plant SimulationInput

HTML, Excel, 

XML, Database, 

CSt

optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance, 

production orders, 

sequences for 

production units, 

calculated working 

times, throughput 

of machines or 

production lines, 

calculated costs, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

production unit 

basic data, control 

rules, bottleneck 

of the system

various, 

depending on the 

usage of the 

module

ERP, MES, 

distribute Excel 

files

Direct 

connection 

to Databse

system, 

Excel, XML, 

CSV

process data, resource 

data, production order data, 

working step data, product 

data, production unit data  

machine, group of 

machines/units, dimensions, 

restrictions, working 

calendar data, setup times, 

logistic times between units, 

throughput per product type, 

dependencies with other 

production units, electrical 

information, …), transport 

means, production 

resources, human working 

places, requirements for 

qualification, etc.

Data FormatType of DataPlant Simulation is a well-known discrete event simulation package now provided by 

Siemens PLM. Functionalities are well described in the brochure of the product: 

http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/tecnomatix/plant_design/p

lant_simulation.shtml

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: MTA SZTAKIModule: Plant SimulationInput

mdl, qxp, z, xlsoptimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance,  

sequences for 

production units, 

throughput of 

machines or 

production lines, 

calculated costs, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

production unit 

basic data

factory planning 

department, 

department of 

industrial 

engineering, 

department of 

logistics …

process 

planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

mdl, sdx,  tar, gz, 

z, iges, 

acad,vrml,sdrc, 

vda, byu, stl, des, 

csf, pro ing,ugii, 

wft, gdf

process data, resource 

data, working step data, 

product data, production 

unit data (e.g machine, 

group of machines/units, 

dimensions, restrictions, 

working calendar data, 

setup times, logistic 

times between units, 

throughput per product 

type, dependencies with 

other production units, 

electrical information, 

…), transport means, 

production resources, 

human working places, 

requirements for 

qualification,…

Data FormatType of DataDELMIA Quest is a complete 3D digital factory environment for process flow 

simulation and analysis, accuracy, and profitability.

QUEST offers modeling tools to build a complete digital factory for manufacturers to 

analyze production performance and documents the results for decision makers to 

view and assess the most optimal solution.

• Observe, Interact, and Analysis of “What If” Scenarios

• Import CAD and other data such as scheduling and routing

• Complete integration with other DELMIA process planning and simulation 

solutions.

• Identify Bottlenecks

• Optimize Labor and Production Schedules

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: DELMIA QuestInput

mdl, qxp, z, xlsoptimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance,  

sequences for 

production units, 

throughput of 

machines or 

production lines, 

calculated costs, 

workloads, 

calculated 

efficiency, 

production unit 

basic data

factory planning 

department, 

department of 

industrial 

engineering, 

department of 

logistics …

process 

planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

mdl, sdx,  tar, gz, 

z, iges, 

acad,vrml,sdrc, 

vda, byu, stl, des, 

csf, pro ing,ugii, 

wft, gdf

process data, resource 

data, working step data, 

product data, production 

unit data (e.g machine, 

group of machines/units, 

dimensions, restrictions, 

working calendar data, 

setup times, logistic 

times between units, 

throughput per product 

type, dependencies with 

other production units, 

electrical information, 

…), transport means, 

production resources, 

human working places, 

requirements for 

qualification,…

Data FormatType of DataDELMIA Quest is a complete 3D digital factory environment for process flow 

simulation and analysis, accuracy, and profitability.

QUEST offers modeling tools to build a complete digital factory for manufacturers to 

analyze production performance and documents the results for decision makers to 

view and assess the most optimal solution.

• Observe, Interact, and Analysis of “What If” Scenarios

• Import CAD and other data such as scheduling and routing

• Complete integration with other DELMIA process planning and simulation 

solutions.

• Identify Bottlenecks

• Optimize Labor and Production Schedules

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: CEIT SK, s.r.o.Module: DELMIA QuestInput

XMLNatural numbersUserUserXMLData from the knowledge of 

working people

Data FormatType of DataUsing this tool we evaluate the strategic plan of each company and align each main 

process to gain those strategic objectives. Consultant and the work group will define 

the optimal way they should work and wich improvements they should develop in 

order to reach this optimal way of working.

Tool gives us a numerical value and as we are improving processes the value of the 

evaluation will grow untill reaching the value of the optimal way of working.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: M&L GroupModule: Company Performance 

Evaluation

Input

XMLNatural numbersUserUserXMLData from the knowledge of 

working people

Data FormatType of DataUsing this tool we evaluate the strategic plan of each company and align each main 

process to gain those strategic objectives. Consultant and the work group will define 

the optimal way they should work and wich improvements they should develop in 

order to reach this optimal way of working.

Tool gives us a numerical value and as we are improving processes the value of the 

evaluation will grow untill reaching the value of the optimal way of working.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: M&L GroupModule: Company Performance 

Evaluation

Input

ST (ISO), part-

program(ISO), 

vendor specific

Optimized

automation

programs

(PLC, robot, CNC)

CNC, robot, 

PLC, production

eP

Factory imageCAD,

XML, 

OPC XML DA

Process data, resource 

data, customer order 

data, working step data, 

product data, production 

unit data, production 

resources

Data FormatType of DataTo develop automation of  the manufacturing equipment for generic processess. 

Tuning of the controllers and PLC programing by process simulation and 

optimization. To develop inter-operability with application for production simulation 

and optimization considering hybrid simulation techniques and closed loop 

simulations.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Fatronik-TecnaliaModule: Process Automation 

Designer

Input

ST (ISO), part-

program(ISO), 

vendor specific

Optimized

automation

programs

(PLC, robot, CNC)

CNC, robot, 

PLC, production

eP

Factory imageCAD,

XML, 

OPC XML DA

Process data, resource 

data, customer order 

data, working step data, 

product data, production 

unit data, production 

resources

Data FormatType of DataTo develop automation of  the manufacturing equipment for generic processess. 

Tuning of the controllers and PLC programing by process simulation and 

optimization. To develop inter-operability with application for production simulation 

and optimization considering hybrid simulation techniques and closed loop 

simulations.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Fatronik-TecnaliaModule: Process Automation 

Designer

Input

(tables and 

graphics)

Productivity 

Indicators values 

and graphical 

representation

1- ERP System 

(SAP)

2- Each Major 

Manufacturing 

Area

3- Human 

Resources dept.

4- Specific System 

(VIVA APWS)

5- ERP System

1- Payroll

2- Ad hoc 

information

3- Ad hoc 

information

4- Production 

Reports

5- Manpower

XML

Excel

1- Payroll Working Hours (main 

attributes:employee, 

attendance hours, overtime)

2- External Services (main 

attributes: suplier, internal 

client (major manufacturing 

areas), number of hours)

3- Other activities Information 

(main attributes: employee, 

number of  hours)

4- Production Volume (main 

attributes: product name, 

number of units, time period)

5- Manpower Status (main 

attributes: employee, 

organization structure 

allocation, other classification)

Others…

Data FormatType of DataPerform:

- daily and monthly KPIs Calculation,

- forecast based on KPI historic/targets and production/sales prediction 

based on market tendencies.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Volkswagen AutoeuropaModule: Automotive Industry - KPI 

Calculation Module

Input

(tables and 

graphics)

Productivity 

Indicators values 

and graphical 

representation

1- ERP System 

(SAP)

2- Each Major 

Manufacturing 

Area

3- Human 

Resources dept.

4- Specific System 

(VIVA APWS)

5- ERP System

1- Payroll

2- Ad hoc 

information

3- Ad hoc 

information

4- Production 

Reports

5- Manpower

XML

Excel

1- Payroll Working Hours (main 

attributes:employee, 

attendance hours, overtime)

2- External Services (main 

attributes: suplier, internal 

client (major manufacturing 

areas), number of hours)

3- Other activities Information 

(main attributes: employee, 

number of  hours)

4- Production Volume (main 

attributes: product name, 

number of units, time period)

5- Manpower Status (main 

attributes: employee, 

organization structure 

allocation, other classification)

Others…

Data FormatType of DataPerform:

- daily and monthly KPIs Calculation,

- forecast based on KPI historic/targets and production/sales prediction 

based on market tendencies.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: Volkswagen AutoeuropaModule: Automotive Industry - KPI 

Calculation Module

Input

ProprietarySame as inputsDesignersManualPropriet

ary

Customers orders, product 

routes

Data FormatType of DataDiscrete event simulation toolPrimary Source 

of  Data

Origin of 

Data

Data 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModul: ARENAInput

ProprietarySame as inputsDesignersManualPropriet

ary

Customers orders, product 

routes

Data FormatType of DataDiscrete event simulation toolPrimary Source 

of  Data

Origin of 

Data

Data 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModul: ARENAInput

XML formatavailability to 

produce an 

order with due 

dates and costs-

business 

proposals

CustomersERP -

Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

XML 

forma

Process data, resource data, 

customer data, customer 

order data, product data, 

logistic times between 

units, dependencies with 

other production units, 

production resources,  

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to verify the feasibility of each new order in 

an existing plan.

Also is capable of testing diferent "what if" scenarios considering 

capacity and availability of the factory.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of 

Data

Data 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModul: REFSInput

XML formatavailability to 

produce an 

order with due 

dates and costs-

business 

proposals

CustomersERP -

Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

XML 

forma

Process data, resource data, 

customer data, customer 

order data, product data, 

logistic times between 

units, dependencies with 

other production units, 

production resources,  

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to verify the feasibility of each new order in 

an existing plan.

Also is capable of testing diferent "what if" scenarios considering 

capacity and availability of the factory.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of 

Data

Data 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModul: REFSInput

1. XML format

2. DXF forma

1. Layout data

2. Discrete Events 

Simulation results

Technical 

department

1. Bill o f 

resources

2. PLM

3. Resource 

definition 

module

1. XML format

2.VRML 3D 

geometry forma

1.machine data (3D 

model, kinematics, 

dimensions, cycle times, 

resource dependencies, 

DES data, simulations 

logics)

2. product data 

(production process, 

used resources, 3D 

model)

3. production data 

(production mix)

Data FormatType of DataComposition of a new production plant layout.  Rearrangement of an existing layout 

enabling a “what if” analysis of the system basing on discrete events simulation

Networked remote team collaboration support

Intuitive drag & drop interface basing on multi-touch device

Discrete events simulation capabilities for collecting layout performance statistics

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: ICIMSIModule: Distributed Factory Layout 

Planner

Input

1. XML format

2. DXF forma

1. Layout data

2. Discrete Events 

Simulation results

Technical 

department

1. Bill o f 

resources

2. PLM

3. Resource 

definition 

module

1. XML format

2.VRML 3D 

geometry forma

1.machine data (3D 

model, kinematics, 

dimensions, cycle times, 

resource dependencies, 

DES data, simulations 

logics)

2. product data 

(production process, 

used resources, 3D 

model)

3. production data 

(production mix)

Data FormatType of DataComposition of a new production plant layout.  Rearrangement of an existing layout 

enabling a “what if” analysis of the system basing on discrete events simulation

Networked remote team collaboration support

Intuitive drag & drop interface basing on multi-touch device

Discrete events simulation capabilities for collecting layout performance statistics

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: ICIMSIModule: Distributed Factory Layout 

Planner

Input

DELMIA. 

CATProcess

Optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance

Product 

development 

components

Process drafts

Bill of 

resources

CATIA CATPart

CATIA 

CATProduct

“neutral” CAD 

(iges, step, dxf, 

dwg)

Product data

Resource data

Data FormatType of DataProcess Design, Process Simulation, Ergonomics Design & AnalysisPrimary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Laboratory for Manufacturing 

Systems and Automation (LMS)

Module: DELMIAInput

DELMIA. 

CATProcess

Optimized process 

data in the context 

of the required 

factory 

performance

Product 

development 

components

Process drafts

Bill of 

resources

CATIA CATPart

CATIA 

CATProduct

“neutral” CAD 

(iges, step, dxf, 

dwg)

Product data

Resource data

Data FormatType of DataProcess Design, Process Simulation, Ergonomics Design & AnalysisPrimary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Laboratory for Manufacturing 

Systems and Automation (LMS)

Module: DELMIAInput

MOV, AVIMovie of the 

production cycle

Control engineer

CAD Designer

Control, CADVRML, Excel- Geometry of the 

production line

- Control data: 

Synchronized target 

positions of all involved 

actuators according to 

the programmed  control 

logic

Data FormatType of DatarFVis is designed to enable an easy and efficient visualisation of for instance Press 

Units and their surrounding machines. This software supports a convinient virtual 

initial operation including collision inspection and motion verification in general. A 

press line is one example of application areas. One of the rFVis-features in this 

context is the speed override while interpreting the target motion provided by the 

control. The modular approach realised in rFVis allows customer driven adaptations 

meeting the requirements of other 3D visualisation applications.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Nova Innovation Solutions GmbHModule: rFVisInput

MOV, AVIMovie of the 

production cycle

Control engineer

CAD Designer

Control, CADVRML, Excel- Geometry of the 

production line

- Control data: 

Synchronized target 

positions of all involved 

actuators according to 

the programmed  control 

logic

Data FormatType of DatarFVis is designed to enable an easy and efficient visualisation of for instance Press 

Units and their surrounding machines. This software supports a convinient virtual 

initial operation including collision inspection and motion verification in general. A 

press line is one example of application areas. One of the rFVis-features in this 

context is the speed override while interpreting the target motion provided by the 

control. The modular approach realised in rFVis allows customer driven adaptations 

meeting the requirements of other 3D visualisation applications.

Primary Source 

of  Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Nova Innovation Solutions GmbHModule: rFVisInput

XML format; 

Shoenet

Business 

electronic 

documents: feed 

several processes 

inside the 

enterprise such as 

order 

management, 

delivery dates and 

management of 

catalogues

Customers and 

ERP systems

Manual and 

ERP - Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

Shoe netCustomers orders, product 

catalogues; delivery notes, 

dispatch advise, etc

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to integrate and support business cooperation among 

actors in the shoeindustry.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModule: PICSHOEInput

XML format; 

Shoenet

Business 

electronic 

documents: feed 

several processes 

inside the 

enterprise such as 

order 

management, 

delivery dates and 

management of 

catalogues

Customers and 

ERP systems

Manual and 

ERP - Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

Shoe netCustomers orders, product 

catalogues; delivery notes, 

dispatch advise, etc

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to integrate and support business cooperation among 

actors in the shoeindustry.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModule: PICSHOEInput

XML formatOperations reportERPERP - Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

XML 

format

Production Plan and process 

specification  

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to shop floor control and monitoring and overall 

operational production monitoring.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModule: OMS - Operational 

Management System

Input

XML formatOperations reportERPERP - Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

XML 

format

Production Plan and process 

specification  

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to shop floor control and monitoring and overall 

operational production monitoring.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModule: OMS - Operational 

Management System

Input

XML formatOptimized planERPERP - Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

XML 

format

Production Plan and process 

specification

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to optimize production plans with multi-objective 

scheduling optimization.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModule: IZARO - GreyInput

XML formatOptimized planERPERP - Process 

Planner and 

other factory 

planning 

components

XML 

format

Production Plan and process 

specification

Data FormatType of DataThe module is responsible to optimize production plans with multi-objective 

scheduling optimization.

Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData 

Format

Type of Data

OutputPartner: INESC PortoModule: IZARO - GreyInput

.dwgCAD (drawings)

Data FormatType of DataDesign of plants, production lines, factories layouts (2-D drawings)Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Frigoglass SAICModule: AutocadInput

.dwgCAD (drawings)

Data FormatType of DataDesign of plants, production lines, factories layouts (2-D drawings)Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Frigoglass SAICModule: AutocadInput

prt. .assy, .dwgCAD (parts, 

assemblies, 

drawings)

Data FormatType of DataDesign of products (parts, assemblies, drawings)Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Frigoglass SAICModule: Pro EngineerInput

prt. .assy, .dwgCAD (parts, 

assemblies, 

drawings)

Data FormatType of DataDesign of products (parts, assemblies, drawings)Primary Source of  

Data

Origin of DataData FormatType of Data

OutputPartner: Frigoglass SAICModule: Pro EngineerInput

Landscape of VFF Modules
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Principais benefícios 

Reduzir o tempo e custo durante a fase de planeamento, ramp-up e 

reconfiguração 
1 

Utilização sistemática do conhecimento passado. Utilização das 

melhores práticas para a reutilização de soluções anteriores 
4 

Simulação e optimização do sistema de produção usando dados reais 

recolhidos na fábrica real. Sincronização da informação entre a fábrica 

real e a virtual. 

5 

2 Todas as ferramentas de planeamento usam um modelo único 

consistente e não redundante 

3 Realizar diferentes actividades de planeamento em simultâneo em 

virtude de versões sofisticadas e mecanismos de bloqueio. 

Web site: www.vff-project.eu 

Brochura do Projecto  

Newsletter: #1 e # 2 

Redes Sociais:   

Twitter (www.twitter.com) VirtualFactory 

Slideshare (www.slideshare.com)  

Coordenador: Marco Sacco 

e-mail: info@vff-project.eu  

Contactos e Informação 

mailto:info@vff-project.eu
mailto:info@vff-project.eu
mailto:info@vff-project.eu
mailto:info@vff-project.eu

